
Rila lightweight recycled cotton hoodie
T9404*

Certifications:

Packaging information:
5 pcs/polybag - 20 pcs/box (10 pcs/box)

Environmental footprint:
8,21 kg Co2-Eq

2,33 m3

2,85 m2

Based on reference: T9404.001 / PU039067

2303045
Centexbel

Care instructions:

Specifications:

brushed sweat70% organic cotton
30% recycled cotton

modern fit280 g/m2

A:                    ½ chest (measured 2,5 cm below armhole) 
B:                        HSP length (measured from High Shoulder Point till bottom hem)
C:                   Sleeve length
 

Size
A 
B
C

- Soft brushing on inside
- Double layered hood 
- Kangaroo pocket
- 1x1 rib at sleeve hem and bottom hem
- Drawcord, eyelets and cordends in tonal colour matching to fabric
- Herringbone necktape in tonal colour
- Set in sleeves

- Self-fabric half moon at back neck
- Inside labels are tear-away quality for comfort
- Because of the recycled yarns, small impurities and slight colour
   shading can appear. 
   We believe this is a prove of the true story of our recycled process
   and should be seen as an asset, not as a defect.

Available colours:  

In-house decoration options:
- Digital transfer (DTF)
- Screen transfer
- Embroidery

Sizing  XS-5XL*
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green
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white
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*For unisex styles we recommend women to choose one size smaller than their usual size. 
*Size availability varies depending on colour

unisex

034 018

natural 
raw

light 
heather 

grey
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heather 

anthracite

Melange colours:

  XXS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL
  - 50 52 56 59 62 66 70 75 80

- 64 68 72 74 76 78 80 82 83
- 58,5 63 65,5 67,5 68 68,5 68,5 68,5 68,5
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